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Controlled transport within a network of aqueous subcompartments provides a foundation for the construction of
biologically-inspired materials. These materials are commonly assembeled using the droplet interface bilayer (DIB)
technique, adhering droplets together into a network of lipid membranes. DIB structures may be functionalized to generate
conductive pathways by enhancing the permeability of pre-selected membranes, a strategy inspired by nature. Traditionally
these pathways are generated by dissolving pore-forming toxins (PFTs) in the aqueous phase. A downside of this approach
when working with larger DIB networks is that transport is enabled in all membranes bordering the droplets containing the
dissolved PFT, instead of occuring exclusively between stained droplets. To rectify this limitation, photopolymerizable
phospholipids (23:2 DiynePC) are incorporated within the aqueous phase of the DIB platform, forming conductive pathways
in the lipid membranes post-exposure to UV-C light. Notably these pathways are only formed in the membrane if both
adhered droplets contain the photo-responsive lipids. Patterned DIB networks can then be generated by controlling the lipid
composition within select droplets which creates conductive routes one droplet thick. We propose that the incorporation
of photo-polymerizable phospholipids within the aqueous phase of DIB networks will improve the resolution of the
patterned conductive pathways and reduce diffusive loss within the synthetic biological network.

Introduction

Living cells coordinate behaviours that are foundational to the
natural world, aided by collections of membranous barriers
providing an internal structure. These lipid membranes are
fundamental cellular elements, delimiting the cells and
restricting the undesired diffusion of polar molecules1. When
transmembrane exchange is necessary for chemical signalling,
biosynthesis, or other functions, the lipid bilayers’ permeability
is altered through membrane-embedded biomolecules acting
as pores, channels, and transporters1-3. This allows for precise
exchanges and spatiotemporal control over the internal
composition of each individual cell.
Cellular organisms are able to facilitate complex schemes for
communication and adaptation using these mechanisms. These
remarkable capabilities have been the focus of bioinspired
materials research attempting to reproduce cellular
phenomena in engineered structures4, 5. While fully
reproducing cellular phenomena within the laboratory is
unrealistic, it is still possible to replicate select portions of the
desired membranous phenomena through the creation of
artificial lipid membranes exploiting self-assembly principles.
One approach for recreating lipid membranes is the droplet
interface bilayer (DIB) technique (Figure 1), establishing
biomimetic membranes between lipid-coated aqueous
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droplets6-8. Benefits of this technique include low material
consumption, the ability to repeatedly assemble and disconnect
multiple lipid bilayers9, 10, the ability to create asymmetric
membranes11, and the relative ease of implementation.
Droplets are deposited in an oil reservoir with lipids dissolved in
either phase. After being provided sufficient time for the
formation of lipid monolayers at the droplet surfaces, the
droplets are brought into contact and lipid bilayers
spontaneously form at their interfaces7, 8, 12. These membranes
may be electrically approximated as a capacitor in parallel with
a resistor13-15 (Figure 1.a), and the interfacial membrane
dimensions at equilibrium are a function of the monolayer and
bilayer tensions16 (Figure 1.b). The DIB technique has been
recently widely employed as a reliable platform for the reliable
construction of membrane-based materials17-22.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the droplet interface bilayer (DIB)
technique. After being introduced into an oil medium, aqueous droplets acquire
a lipid coating referred to as lipid monolayer. As droplets are brought together,
oil at their interface is gradually expelled and the lipid bilayer spontaneously
forms. A lipid bilayer can be electrically modeled as a capacitor in parallel with
a high amplitude resistor. The bilayer interfacial tension is balanced with the
two opposing monolayer tensions separated by the angle of contact 2θ.
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An additional advantage of the DIB technique is the ability to
combine multiple membranes into larger networks. Each
droplet is separated from neighbouring droplets through either
their semi-permeable lipid membranes or the insulating oil.
Consequently each droplet may be treated as a separate
compartment or domain. Exchange between neighbouring
droplets is typically minimized unless the membranes between
them are functionalized with transport-enabling biomolecules.
This functionalization is typically accomplished through
embedded proteins and peptides such as alpha-hemolysin
(αHL)18, 23, 24 producing stimuli-responsive soft structures that
mimic the versatility of cellular organisms. The collective action
of multiple droplets with varying designated functions working
in parallel provides the desired emergent properties of the
bioinspired materials25, 26.
PFT-enabled exchange of droplet contents between different
compartments within DIB networks has been successfully
implemented in various studies5, 17, 18, 22, 27 . While αHL is one of
the most reliable agents for creating nanopores in lipid
membranes28 and has been used to create diffusion pathways
for membrane-based materials5, 18, it typically establishes pores
in all bilayers surrounding the carrier droplet as depicted in

Figure 2. Schematic representation of two different scenarios for the generation
of diffusive pathways within DIB structures as indicated by arrows across the
interfacial membranes. Red droplets contain DPhPC lipids, green droplets contain
DPhPC as well as the pore forming toxin αHL, and the blue droplets contain a
mixture of DPhPC and 23:2 DiynePC photopolymerizable phospholipids. In (a)
when the two central droplets are infused with αHL, diffusive pathways are
generated in all bordering bilayers. (b) In contrast, if the central droplets are
infused with 23:2 DiynePC polymerizable lipids and exposed to UV-C light thus
triggering lipid polymerization, diffusive pathways can only be generated between
leaflets both containing the DiynePC microdomains.

Figure 3. Schematic representations: (a) Cross-linking of 23:2 DiynePC
phospholipids after the application of UV-C light for 5 minutes. (b) (c) Cross-linking
of 23:2 DiynePC lipids within a lipid bilayer when it was introduced from (b) one
side and (c) two sides of the bilayer. As DiynePC polymerized, the lipid chains
tightly packed together resulting in the formation of structural pores within the
lipid bilayer whenever polymerizable lipids were present on both sides as shown
in (c). Pores in this case are a result of polymerizable lipids tightly packing together
forming discontinuities in the molecular distribution at the monolayer and bilayer
levels. Owing to the positioning of the diacetylene groups within each lipid
molecule and to the ordered alignment polymerization condition, no cross-leaflet
polymerization is anticipated. Polymerization is constricted to occur between
molecules present on the same leaflet.

Figure 2.a. Unintentional diffusive exchange occurs as a result
where multiple membranes are functionalized with the pore10,
29, 30.
Naturally occurring membrane-bound transporters such as αHL span
the entire thickness of the membrane interior. This is unsurprising
given their intended role, but leads to this previously noted
shortcoming in diffusive loss when reassembling these materials. An
ideal replacement for these pores would only enable exchange
between droplets that both share a common characteristic,
eliminating the unintentional diffusive exchange by restricting how
the channels are constructed such as in Figure 2.b. This replacement
requires an alternative approach for modifying the membrane
permeability.
The permeability of a lipid membrane is also influenced by the
membrane’s lipid composition. When multiple types of lipids
are incorporated within model bilayers, their suprastructure or
lateral organization is not random31 and is viewed in the context
of the fluid mosaic model32. Bilayers containing a mixture of
different lipids often exhibit an amphiphilic self-organization
phenomenon31-35
that
helps
minimize
unfavourable
interactions between dissimilar lipids36, 37. Furthermore the
presence of coexisting lipid microdomains or phases has been
observed to enhance transmembrane diffusion38, 39, and these
microdomains may be created through photoresponsive lipids.
23:2 DiynePC [DC (8,9) PC], also known as 1,2-bis(10,12tricosadiynoyl)-sn-glycero-3 phosphocholine, is a synthetic
phospholipid containing two diacetylene groups. The
diacetylene groups render this lipid polymerizable through UVC exposure similar to various types of other synthetic
polymerizable lipids (optimized at 254 nm irradiation
wavelength35, 40-44). When diacetylene-containing lipid
compounds are arranged in a highly ordered arrays35, 45, UV-C
light causes the two conjugated triple bonds of the lipid
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monomers to be replaced in the final polymer by an alternating
double-bonded and triple-bonded conjugated structure, linking
the lipids together and forming stable microdomains within the
membrane46 as illustrated in Figure 3. This polymerization
mechanism occurs when lipids are present at a condensed and
highly ordered (corresponding to a correct alignment of the
diacetylene groups) state47.
The polymerization of UV-sensitive lipids within liposomes
allowed for the release of their contents across the membrane,
including
calcein,
HPPH
(2-(1-Hexyloxyethyl)-2-devinyl
pyropheophorbide-a) and even doxorubicin48, 49, demonstrating
enhanced
membrane
permeability
through
photopolymerization. The incorporation of photopolymerizable
lipids in DIBs was first suggested by Punnamaraju et al.48, 50 as a
method for studying phototriggered drug delivery systems in
vitro. The introduction of the photosensitive lipids into the oil
phase of a DIB was shown to allow for successful calcein
diffusion across the membrane after UV-C exposure and
formation of transmembrane pores50 in agreement with
previously reported results.
The cause of the increased membrane permeability when 23:2
DiynePC lipids are incorporated is expected to require the
presence of polymerized microdomains in both leaflets and is
suggested to be the result of a transmembrane coordination of
defects. Since the DIB approach allows for the creation of
asymmetric membranes by varying the lipid composition within
the droplets, it is possible to limit the formation of the
transmembrane defects as a function of the droplet lipid
compositions. The selective dissolution of DiynePC in the
aqueous phase would only establish transmembrane defects
between droplets that both contain the DiynePC microdomains
(Figure 3.b.) thus limiting droplet-droplet exchange to
compatible droplets. This would allow for tailored membrane
permeability through membrane structure and asymmetry.
These phototriggered diffusive pathways may be established
within larger DIB structures, only creating pores between
droplets with similar compositions and avoiding the issues
presented by αHL and similar PFTs. Light-sensitive DIB networks
have been explored previously in the literature4, 27, 51, altering
the
membrane
characteristics
either
through
bacteriorhodopsin
or
through
the
in
vitro
transcription/translation (IVTT) of αHL triggered through UV
exposure. In this work, UV-C exposure is used to modify
properties of the membranes by inducing an increased
membrane permeability through the formation of photopolymerized domains within the leaflets.
In this manuscript we demonstrate that DiynePC-enabled
diffusion only occurs in bilayers that incorporate polymerizable
lipids within both leaflets as depicted in Figure 3. The qualities
of DIBs formed with different ratios of added polymerizable
lipids and different oils are assessed using tensiometry and their
induced change in conductance are measured through
electrophysiology. In light of these results, a suitable aqueouslipid and oil-lipid mixtures combination is then determined and
used to form larger 2D bilayer structures. The advantages of the
phototriggered diffusive pathways are showcased by comparing
the activity of αHL and polymerizable DiynePC in similar DIB

Figure 4. Summary of the oil/aqueous phases used in this work.

structures. Finally, the diffusive capabilities of these bilayers is
displayed through calcein diffusion.

Materials and Methods
Detailed protocols for solution preparation and experimental
methodologies may be found in the Supplementary
Information. A brief overview of these approaches is provided
below.
Aqueous solutions containing varying ratios of DiynePC and 1,2diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DPhPC)
were
prepared52. Droplets of these solutions were injected into oil
reservoirs using microinjectors. This oil was either a 2:1
hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 mixture containing dissolved
DPhPC at 0.5 mg/mL or hexadecane without lipids (Figure 4).
Monolayer surface tension measurements were taken using
pendant drop tensiometry with a custom stage (illustrated in
Supplementary Figure 1) and the open-source software
OpenDrop53.The kinetics of monolayer formation, monolayer
tension at equilibrium, and influence of UV-C exposure were
tracked as a function of the ratio of DiynePC:DPhPC within the
aqueous phase. Changes in the equilibrium energy per area was
tracked as evidence of successful photo-polymerization of the
interface.
Membrane characterization was accomplished through
electrophysiology. Droplets were directly deposited onto
silver/silver-chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrodes coated in agarose
within an appropriately grounded Faraday cage on a
microscope stage and connected to electrophysiology
equipment. Voltage was applied across the membrane using
function generators with the patch-clamp amplifier in voltageclamp mode, and the membrane response was recorded and
exported for post-processing to extract the net membrane
capacitance and conductance. Micrographs of the adhered
droplet geometry were then combined with the electrical
recordings to produce the membrane specific capacitance and
conductance, or the capacitance and conductance per
membrane area.
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Figure 5. Current traces obtained for a constant applied voltage of +100 mV before and after application of UV-C light for 5 minutes. The red droplets contain DPhPC dissolved
at 2.5 mg/mL and blue droplets contain 1:4 mixture of 23:2 DiynePC:DPhPC dissolved at 2.5 mg/mL. The solvent is 2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 0.5 mg/mL DPhPC oil-lipid
mixture. In (a) the DIB is formed between two aqueous droplets only containing DPhPC. No pore formation is noted after the application of UV-C, and the membrane remains
highly resistive. In (b) the DIB is formed between two aqueous droplets containing polymerizable and non-polymerizable phospholipids. No pore formation is noted after the
application of UV-C. Similar traces were observed when the ratio of polymerizable to non-polymerizable lipids were 1:2 and 1:8 by mass respectively and when hexadecane
alone was used as an external phase as well. All measurements were recorded in voltage clamp mode at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and filtered at 1 kHz (using the
embedded low-pass Bessel filter −80 dB/decade). Post-acquisition, data was filtered at 500 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter in MATLAB.

The solutions were cured either prior to droplet formation or in
situ using a 254 nm UV-C mercury lamp for 5 minutes. UV-C
enabled transmembrane exchange was characterized in single
adhered droplet pairs and networks of adhered droplets for all
cases. When droplet networks were desired, the droplets were
deposited within an acrylic egg crate substrate to hold the
droplets in place14. Diffusion of calcein was tracked using
fluorescent microscopy and ImageJ.

Results and Discussion
Membrane Conductance with Asymmetric/Symmetric Distribution
of 23:2 DiynePC Polymerizable Lipids
Photopolymerizable lipids were tested for enabling diffusive
transport between adjacent droplets. Transmembrane diffusion
is hypothesized to occur as a result of photopolymerized
DiynePC microdomains 50 interactions (Figure 3) across
opposing monolayers. The differences between asymmetric
and symmetric distributions of the UV-sensitive lipid was not
reported in the literature, but the transport should only be
enabled when DiynePC is present in both leaflets in contrast to
the behaviour of αHL shown in Supplementary Figure 3. This
requirement for symmetric distributions of the phospholipids to
enable transport is similar the mechanics of gramicidin dimers
shown in Supplementary Figure 4. However, DiynePC is
preferred over gramicidin since it is not cation selective and may
be further controlled by UV-C exposure. As a baseline point of
reference, DIBs containing only the non-polymerizable DPhPC
phospholipids were first tested. Current traces with a constant
voltage before and after UV-C light exposure are shown in
Figure 5.a. where no conductive currents are reported
demonstrating that the induced defects are not functions of UVC exposure alone. Next the symmetric/asymmetric
DiynePC:DPhPC studies were conducted as shown in Figure 5.b.
for asymmetric bilayers and Figure 6 for symmetric bilayers with

different ratios of the polymerizable lipids. As suggested by the
previous hypothesis and confirmed in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the
enhanced membrane permeability only occurs when both
adhered droplets contain photopolymerized DiynePC
microdomains.
Several trends are noted. First, when the photopolymerizable
lipids are present only on one side of the bilayer, no changes in
membrane conductance are observed (Figure 5.b). This was
consistent for all concentrations of the photopolymerizable
lipids and all oils. Second, the symmetric membranes exhibited
negligible conductance prior to UV-C exposure, even with
greater ratios of DiynePC:DPhPC. All cases with symmetric
distributions of DiynePC shown in Figure 6 exhibit drifting
changes in conductance as the rafts in both leaflets align and
separate across the membrane. Similar changes in membrane
conductance were observed whether the solutions were
polymerized in situ after membrane formation or prior to
droplet
deposition.
Electrical
recordings
during
photopolymerization cannot be provided because of the high
noise levels generated by the UV-C source50. The
photopolymerized DIBs exhibit stability comparable to
unmodified DPhPC DIBs and typically lasted for the maximum
duration of an experiment (>6 hours) with an applied 100 mV
DC voltage. Finally, while the membrane conductance varies
with respect to time dependent on domain alignment, the
measured increases in conductance generated by DiynePC are
considerably larger than the increases provided by αHL
(Supplementary Figure 3).
Cyclic Voltammetry Results
Next cyclic voltammetry was used to further compare the
conductive current induced by DiynePC with different lipid
ratios. Lipid bilayers formed using traditional nonpolymerizable phospholipids such as DPhPC are not expected to
exhibit notable current-voltage dependent behaviour relative
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Figure 6. Current traces obtained for a constant applied voltage of +100 mV before and after application of UV-C light for 5 minutes. The DIBs are formed between two aqueous
droplets containing polymerizable and non-polymerizable phospholipids (23:2 DiynePC and DPhPC) dissolved at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml in a 2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil
AR 20 0.5 mg/mL DPhPC oil-lipid mixture. The ratio of polymerizable to non-polymerizable lipids by mass was (a) 1:8, (b) 1:4, and (c) 1:2. Polymerizable lipids were introduced
form both sides of the bilayer. Similar trends can be observed when Hexadecane oil is used as an external phase. (d) Shows a schematic representation of the formed bilayer
pre and post UV-C curing. All measurements were recorded in voltage clamp mode at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and filtered at 1 kHz (using the embedded low-pass Bessel
filter −80 dB/decade). Post-acquisition, data was filtered at 500 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter in MATLAB.

to composite lipid membranes with incorporated peptides or
more specifically pores21, 24. Figure 7 shows current vs. voltage
traces obtained for bilayers containing the polymerized lipids.
The bilayer containing polymerizable lipids exhibits an increase
in conductance as the ratio of the DiynePC:DPhPC is
augmented. This increase in conductance is likely caused by the
increased probability of the polymerized lipid microdomains colocating within the bilayer as the amount of DiynePC is
increased, thus inducing localized lipid packing defects. This
graph additionally shows that the 1:8 DiynePC:DPhPC mass ratio
does not reliably increase the membrane conductance
compared to higher lipid ratios. Lipid mass ratios of 1:4 and 1:2
DiynePC:DPhPC respectively exhibit membrane conductance
behaviours similar to those of pores and peptides5.

droplet adhesion54 as well as an ease in network creation by
reducing gravitational influences54. DPhPC was dissolved in the
oil mixture (lipids-out) and mixtures of DiynePC:DPhPC were

DIB Properties
DIB properties including angle of contact, monolayer tension,
bilayer tension, energy of adhesion, bilayer thickness, specific
conductance, and specific capacitance were evaluated for
bilayers formed in the hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 0.5 mg/mL
DPhPC lipid-oil mixture (described in more details in the
Materials section) where 23:2 DiynePC has been symmetrically
introduced into the aqueous phase at different concentrations.
This oil mixture has been selected as it enables greater droplet-

Figure 7. Current-voltage plots demonstrating pores formed post UV-C curing for
different concentrations of polymerizable phospholipids (2.5 mg/ml in total in the
aqueous phase) within the 2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 containing 0.5 mg/mL
DPhPC lipid-oil mixture. A 4 mV/s voltage-sweep for these bilayers was performed
and current responses recorded. All measurements were recorded in voltage
clamp mode at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and filtered at 1 kHz (using the
embedded low-pass Bessel filter −80 dB/decade). Post-acquisition, data was
filtered at 500 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter in MATLAB.
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Figure 8. Measurement of the properties of lipid bilayers in hexadecane as well as 2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 DPhPC oil-lipid mixture for
increasing concentrations of polymerizable lipids dissolved in the aqueous phase (2.5 mg/ml total) pre and post UVC exposure for 5 minutes. (a)
shows the monolayer tension (mN/m), (b) shows the bilayer tension (mN/m) ,(c) shows the bilayer’s specific capacitance (μF/cm2) while (d) shows
the bilayer’s specific conductance (x10-2 μS/cm2).

selectively dissolved in the aqueous solutions to enable to
formation of diffusive bridges. Dissolving DPhPC in both the
aqueous and oil phases has been shown to enhance the DIB
network stability18, and the 2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil AR20
DPhPC is well-suited for lipid-out experiments. DiynePC was
introduced only from the aqueous phase and was not dissolved
in the oil phase, ensuring the ability to produce asymmetric
membranes when necessary (Figure 4.b).
Supplementary Table 1 includes measurements of the
interfacial properties formed in a 2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil
AR20 mixture with 0.5 mg/mL DPhPC in the continuous phase
as used for the creation of droplet networks, and select trends
are plotted in Figure 8. The DIBs specific capacitance as well as
the monolayer tensions show no noticeable change pre and
post polymerization for different introduced proportions of
DiynePC. Meanwhile, as shown in the same table, the values for
the contact angles show some change compared to a control
case where no polymerizable lipids are present. However, there
is not a clear relationship between the variation in the angle of
contact and the proportion of 23:2 DiynePC introduced into the
bilayer. These measurements are in a reasonable agreement
with previously reported results for lipid bilayers formed
through the DIB technique54.
A clear change in membrane conductance pre and post UV-C
exposure is demonstrated as measured by the specific
conductance or conductance per area (Figure 8.d). Specific
conductance is reported since the membrane dimensions vary

with the amount of DiynePC. Bilayers that did not contain
polymerizable lipids show no increase in their specific
conductance. Small changes observed after UV irradiation in the
case of DPhPC alone have been attributed in the literature with
some disturbances caused by UV light or small motions among
lipid molecules caused by formation of gauche defects55.
Meanwhile, membranes containing DiynePC show a clear
increase in their specific conductance post photopolymerization. As expected from the cyclic voltammetry
results, the specific conductance increases with the
DiynePC:DPhPC ratio.
While dissolving DPhPC in the oil phase does not eliminate the
influence of DiynePC on the membrane properties, it also does
not isolate the influence of DiynePC on the interfacial properties
as demonstrated in Figure 8.a and Figure 8.b as well as
Supplementary Table 1. This was addressed by measuring these
interfacial properties in hexadecane alone with no dissolved
lipids in the oil (Figure 4.a). These experiments, summarized in
Figure 8 and Supplementary Table 2 show more decisive trends
in the membrane parameters, highlighting the influence of
DiynePC. A remarkable decrease in the angle of contact as
reported by the bilayer and monolayer tensions (Figure 8.a-b)
is noted prior to UV-C exposure as the ratio of DiynePC:DPhPC
increases from 0:1 to 1:2. Post UV-C treatment, the angle of
contact decreases further, suggesting the possible creation of
microdomains within the monolayer. Clear changes in the
specific conductance of the membrane pre and post UV-C
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Figure 9. Current traces obtained for a constant applied voltage (+100 mV) and illustrating the properties of αHL and DiynePC. In both cases the red droplets contain only 2.5
mg/ml of DPhPC. Droplets are dispersed in a 2:1 hexadecane:silicone DPhPC lipid oil mixture to facilitate bilayer formation. A +200 mV DC potential is applied between the
electrodes, resulting in approximately +100 mV per membrane. (1) The green droplets contain 1.25 μg/mL of dissolved αHL. Both droplet configurations shown in (1.a) and (1.b)
result in the formation of a conductive pathway across the entire network since HL is not required to insert from both sides of the membrane for pore formation. (2) Current
traces obtained post application of a UV-C light for 5 minutes, illustrating the behaviour of polymerized 23:2 DiynePC mixtures. The blue droplets contain a 1:4 mass ratio 23:2
DiynePC:DPhPC mixture dissolved at a total concentration of 2.5 mg/ml. In (2.a), the OFF configuration was switched by having a red droplet placed between two blue input
droplets, stopping exchange across both membranes. In (2.b), the micro switch was turned to the ON configuration by moving the blue input droplets connected to the
acquisition system so that all droplets containing polymerizable lipids were aligned in contrast with the case shown in (1.a) and (1.b). (1.c), (1.d), (2.c) and (2.d) show the images
acquired for (1.a), (1.b), (2.a) and (2.b) respectively. All measurements were recorded in voltage clamp mode at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and filtered at 1 kHz (using the
embedded low-pass Bessel filter −80 dB/decade). Post-acquisition, data was filtered at 500 Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter in MATLAB. Scale bars represent
400 µm.

exposure are observed, varying with the DiynePC:DPhPC ratio
(Figure 8.d). It is worth noting that in Figure 8.c, Supplementary
Table 1, and Supplementary Table 2, the bilayers’ specific
capacitance do not exhibit definitive trends and fall within
reported ranges for DPhPC membranes54.
While the 1:2 DiynePC:DPhPC droplet formulation allows for a
highly permeable membrane (Figure 8.d) and shows properties
that are in agreement with ranges for bilayer properties
previously reported in the literature (Figure 8.c)54, 56, this
mixture poses additional challenges for membrane formation.
When using the 1:2 DiynePC:DPhPC lipid mass ratio an applied
+150 mV DC voltage was necessary to induce bilayer formation
through electrostatic compression even when using the 2:1
hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 DPhPC mixture. After formation,
the membranes retained their integrity and the droplets no
longer required the external voltage to remain adhered
together. Still, this renders the construction of a DIB network
more challenging as voltage must be applied to each droplet
pair to induce bilayer formation. This drawback was not
observed for the 1:8 and 1:4 DiynePC:DPhPC mixtures. The
differences between the two solvents is summarized in Figure
4. The hexadecane solvent without dissolved lipids exhibits a
slightly higher change in the specific conductance relative to the
2:1 hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 mixture with 0.5 mg/mL
DPhPC (Figure 8.d). However this value is a specific conductance
or conductance per membrane area, and the reduction in
contact angle and energy of adhesion with hexadecane alone
(Supplementary Table 2) will also diminish the net gain in

membrane conductance. Furthermore the use of the 2:1
hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 solvent reduces gravitational
influences on the droplets and is preferred for network
formation. From these experimental observations the best
solution is to mix 23:2 DiynePC with DPhPC at a mass ratio of
1:4 and deposit these droplets into the 2:1 hexadecane:silicone
oil AR20 DPhPC lipid-oil mixture to form stable DIB structures
where the UV-sensitive lipids can induce droplet-droplet
exchange after UV-C exposure. The remaining experimental
results use this formulation.
Phototriggered Diffusive Pathways in DIB Networks
DiynePC may be used for phototriggered diffusive pathways
through asymmetric distributions of the light-sensitive lipid.
These diffusive pathways are only enabled when both droplets
contain the UV-sensitive lipids, providing a greater degree of
control over the diffusive transport and exploiting the ability to
simply fabricate asymmetric membranes using the DIB
technique.Transport is feasible across droplet chains after UV-C
exposure only when all of the connected droplets contain
DiynePC. Figure 9.2 shows a micro-switch formed using four
droplets. The droplet marked in red only contains nonpolymerizable phospholipids while the ones marked in blue
contain the 1:4 DiynePC:DPhPC mixture. Figure 9.2.a shows the
OFF configuration, with the anchor droplets (droplets
connected to the electrodes) being connected to the red
droplet. No pores can be formed through this configuration as
polymerizable lipids are only present on one side in each of the
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two bilayers and the measured current remains negligible as
expected. If αHL had been used instead of photopolymerized
lipids as shown in Figure 9.1, the switch would have generated
a conductive pathway in either configuration (Figure 9.1.a and
Figure 9.1.b respectively). Figure 9.2.b shows the ON
configuration that occurs when the anchor droplets are moved
up to form two bilayers with the third photo-sensitive droplet
sandwiched in between. As anticipated, pores were formed
once 23:2 DiynePC was present on both sides of each bilayer.
Supplementary Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure 6 show
larger photo-sensitive DIB structures with conductive pathways
generated between 4 then 6 polymerized membranes. Both
figures show that the conductive pathway is not generated
unless all droplets containing polymerized lipids align and form
defects within the membranes separating the droplets.
Calcein Diffusion across a Single DIB
An advantage of DiynePC is its ability to facilitate the diffusion
of larger molecules across the membrane. This is examined here
by tracking the diffusion of calcein between two droplets using
fluorescent microscopy. Figure 10 shows the diffusion of
calcein across bilayers with incorporated polymerized lipids.
Calcein is encapsulated in a donor droplet at a concentration of
0.25 mg/ml. When donor droplets containing polymerized 23:2
DiynePC along with DPhPC in a 1:4 mass ratio are coupled with
an acceptor droplet containing DPhPC only, no significant
release of calcein across the membrane is observed (Figure
10.a). This is because the distribution of DiynePC within the
membrane is asymmetric, and transmembrane defects are not
present as shown in Figure 5.a. When DiynePC was present in
both the donor and receptor droplets as shown in Figure 10.b,
calcein was capable of diffusing across the bilayer. The diffusive
exchange is quantified as a function of the ratio of fluorescent
intensities of the droplets. The ratio of the fluorescent intensity
of the acceptor droplet vs. the donor droplet increased in this
case whereas it remained constant in the control case (shown
in Figure 10.a). The release of calcein in Figure 10.b, can be
attributed to the enhanced permeability of the bilayer upon the
symmetric introduction of C23 polymerizable lipids. This
confirms previous results obtained in this work the selective
introduction of DiynePC in the aqueous phase of DIBs.
Conductive pores can only be created between droplets that
share the same composition, and droplet-droplet exchange is
limited to droplets with similar lipid compositions.

Figure 10. Release of calcein from donor droplet (right droplet
corresponding to the reference side of the bilayer) to the acceptor droplet
(left droplet). The plot shows the percentage of calcein fluorescence vs time
in the acceptor droplet (I
) vs the donor (I
) droplet for the four
acceptor

donor

experimental cases. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the respective fluorescence
images for the DIBs. Bright areas indicate the presence of calcein while dark
areas do not contain calcein. In all experimental cases, a -100 mV was being
applied and the 2:1 hexadecane:silicone DPhPC oil-lipid mixture was used.
(a) Images acquired for the control case where the donor droplet contained
pre-polymerized 23:2 DiynePC (as well as DPhPC at a mass ratio of 1:4) and
calcein (at a concentration of 0.25 mg/ml) while the acceptor droplet
contained non-polymerizable lipids only (DPhPC). (b) Both droplets contain
pre-polymerized 23:2 DiynePC (as well as DPhPC at a mass ratio of 1:4) but
calcein is only present in the donor droplet at a concentration of 0.25
mg/ml. Scale bars represent 200 µm.

diffusive pathways within the droplet network. When
compared to pores formed by αHL and gramicidin, defects
induced by the UV-triggered lipid packing alteration are
advantageous due to their symmetry requirements for
conductance and their non-selectivity for transported
molecules. Our approach reduces unwanted diffusion by
patterning diffusive pathways in droplet networks through UVC exposure and lipid microdomains.
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Conclusion
Herein we present a new application for UV-polymerizable
lipids within the DIB platform. Our research shows that when
diacetylene-enabled lipids are incorporated and polymerized on
both leaflets of a lipid membrane, pores are produced within
the membrane confirming previous hypotheses on the
mechanics of DiynePC-aided transmembrane diffusion48, 50, 57. A
key advantage of this approach is the requirement for DiynePC
in both leaflets for enhanced membrane permeability. This
approach exploits the capability to create asymmetric
membranes using the DIB technique, producing patterned
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